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Abstract
Online video games and the subjective quality of player inter-
actions with them rely on good network conditions. Almost
equally important is a good and timely knowledge of such con-
ditions in order to take proper countermeasures to worsening
conditions. To this end, many online video games include
components for estimating the current network status. In this
paper, we examine the accuracy of those estimations for the
popular competitive multiplayer game DOTA 2. Our results
show that the game client is capable of performing a good es-
timation of the delay and packet loss, but only after a rather
large initial delay.
Index Terms: Dota 2, game client, network measurements

1. Introduction
Playing online video games has become a regular recreational
activity for many people around the world. Popular game ti-
tles are often played by hundreds of thousands of users con-
currently, sometimes even millions. This imposes significant
challenges on the underlying network and server infrastructure,
especially for games with real-time constraints played in a com-
petitive fashion. In these games, lags (i.e., the delay between a
player’s action and the observable reaction of the game as pro-
cessed by the server) can cause to disadvantages for the player
and subsequently a degraded game experience, ultimately even
leading to gamers stop playing that particular game altogether.

While the server infrastructure can usually be directly mon-
itored and controlled by the online game’s operator, monitoring
the entire transmission path, on which the fidelity of the game
strongly depends, may impose some challenges. Additionally,
it is generally not feasible to deploy dedicated measurement
probes at the players’ locations. To overcome such issues many
online game clients implement a network monitoring tool in or-
der to estimate players’ network Quality of Service (QoS). Such
data is then used both to keep the player informed as well as to
drive various mitigation techniques modern games are usually
capable of. But only if this data is correctly measured and inter-
preted can the game engine engage appropriate measures.

With that in mind, this study aims to analyze the accuracy of
such a network monitoring tool from an exemplary online video
game. DOTA 2, a team-based multiplayer game, has garnered
a lot of popularity over the recent years, reaching a daily peak
of concurrent players of just under 1M 1. It is the standalone
successor to a custom WARCRAFT III map called DOTA (short
for “Defense of the Ancients”) which started the Multiplayer
Online Battle Arena (MOBA) genre. Likewise, it is also one

1http://store.steampowered.com/stats/ (Jun. 2016)

of the most successful competitive games with last year’s “The
International 5” tournament having a prize pool of over $18M.

This competitive nature makes DOTA 2 an ideal candi-
date for investigations as undiscovered and untreated QoS vari-
ations could have a significant impact on the outcome of a
match. In order to examine this situation a dedicated network
testbed was set up to test the accuracy of the game’s estima-
tion tool under various network QoS conditions, i.e. increased
delay and packet loss.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we set the background for this work, including a short
introduction to the game and its mechanics, and then briefly
discuss related work. The methodology used for our analysis
is described in Section 3. The results of the conducted studies
are shown in Section 4. Section 5 discusses these results and
concludes this paper.

2. Background and Related Work
DOTA 2 is a MOBA, where two teams of five players face off
against each other. At the beginning of each match, each player
chooses a hero as the sole player-controlled unit in the match.
During the course of each match, heroes gain access to different
combat abilities and skills through a progression system. The
system is governed by experience points and currency, both of
which are attained through combat with Non-Player Character
(NPC) units and heroes from the other team. A typical round of
DOTA 2 is about 40min to 50min long and can be separated
into three phases: early, mid and late game. During early game
(also called the “laning phase”), the players are slowly ramping
up their heroes through static combat with NPC units (or “lane
creeps”). While experience points are gained automatically in
the vicinity of a dying creep, in order to gain currency one must
take the “last hit” on such a creep. This can be a challenging
task when affected by lag as timing and precision are required.
During mid and late game, the focus shifts to Player-versus-
Player (PvP) interactions, with ambushes, skirmishes and larger
teamfights. Here, the correct use and timing of one’s abilities
is crucial to come out on top. Delay and packet loss become
even more impactful here when players can miss their correct
timings on their abilities.

To keep track of network statistics, the game provides
means of testing and observing the current network state. This
information can be displayed in the game client as a “netgraph”,
shown in Fig. 1. This DOTA 2 UI widget shows information on
frames per second — highlighted as (1) in the figure) — aver-
age bandwidth and size of the last incoming (2) and outgoing
packet (3), percentage of lost packets (4), amount of delay (5),
received updates per second (6), and received packets per sec-
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Figure 1: Ingame display of the game client’s network measure-
ments, also called the netgraph.

ond (7). Throughout this work, we analyze how accurate the
obtained measurement values for delay and packet loss are and
how quickly the measurement tool reacts to network changes.

The network’s QoS parameters can significantly alter the
subjective quality a player experiences when playing online
multiplayer games, even if games readily offer a few options
to counteract or at least diminish the effects. This includes spe-
cific mechanisms like aim assistance [1], but also more general
paradigms like interpolation, prediction, as well as lag compen-
sation as outlined, e.g., in [2].

There are numerous studies on the reaction of players to
network QoS issues, e.g., [3], [4], [5], [6]. However, all of these
studies have been performed in laboratory environments with a
limited number of participants. In order to enable large scale
user studies, it would be desirable to perform tests with the ac-
tual games and use the information from in-game network mea-
surements. To make this possible an assessment of the accuracy
of such data is required beforehand.

3. Methodology
To analyze the behavior of the DOTA 2 netgraph, a network em-
ulation testbed was set up, which alters the QoS parameters of
the connection between game server and client. In the follow-
ing, we first take a look at the testbed setup, thereafter we detail
the measurement procedure.

3.1. Testbed Setup

Fig. 2 schematically depicts the testbed setup. In order to better
control the test conditions we use a local client-sever setup in-
stead of the official online game servers. DOTA 2 version 6.88
is installed both PCs, with the client running Windows 7 64-
bit on an Intel Core i7-4790K 4.00 GHz processor with 16GB
RAM. The server is running Windows 7 64-bit on an Intel Core
i7-2600 3.40 GHz processor with 8GB RAM. Client and server
are connected through an emulation node equipped with an Intel
Pentium 4 3.0 GHz processor, 3GB RAM and running a 32-bit
Ubuntu Server 14.04. The network impairments are generated
using NETEM2. In addition to the measured link between client
and server, each entity is also connected to a separate manage-
ment network, allowing us to control the experiment without
interfering with the actual game traffic. The testbed addition-

2http://www.linuxfoundation.org/collaborate/
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Figure 2: Network testbed entities and interactions.

ally enables Internet access for the server and client, as this is
required to operate DOTA 2.

3.2. Measurement Procedure

The adaptations of the netgraph to the emulated test settings
are recorded a during regular game sessions. In order to create
game interactions, the players are emulated by bots, computer-
controlled heroes, available in DOTA 2. Throughout the game,
the network parameters are changed periodically. The emulator
holds each parameter setting, e.g., a delay of 100ms, for two
minutes before once again dropping all artificial network im-
pairments for a period of one minute. This allows the game and
monitoring tool to reset to the default state before the next QoS
parameter is altered.

In order to access the information shown in the netgraph,
we used CHEAT ENGINE3, which allows access to the mem-
ory section of other programs, as it is the only means to directly
access the raw data the DOTA 2 netgraph is based on. Cheat En-
gine’s memory scanner hooks into other processes and can read
and modify their memory area, making it possible to search for
specific values. Once the address and offset of a stored value is
found, it can be monitored throughout the lifespan of the pro-
cess. We used this to log the necessary information with a fre-
quency of 21Hz (i.e., 21 measurements of delay values) given
to us by the network monitoring tool.

4. Evaluation
With this methodology at hand, we first have a look at the gen-
eral behavior of the DOTA 2 netgraph when changing the un-
derlying network parameters. We identify two main metrics to
assess the quality of the client’s network parameter estimation,
namely 1. the awareness time and 2. the adaptation time, which
we will both describe in more detail in the remainder of this
section. Finally, we analyze how both metrics behave depend-
ing on the emulated delay and packet loss.

4.1. Adaptation Behavior

To gain initial impressions of the accuracy of the game
client’s network estimation, we use the network emulator
to create artificial delays of 10ms to 2000ms on the link
between client and server.

Fig. 3 shows the delays as measured by the DOTA 2 net-
graph and the corresponding network emulator setting. The
figure depicts only a subset of a complete match’s duration at
just one of the considered delay settings, namely 250ms. The
emulator setting, indicated by the continuous line, exhibits the

3http://www.cheatengine.org (Jun. 2016)
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Figure 3: Emulated delay and network condition estimated by
DOTA 2 game client.

previously described behavior. Before the delay is increased to
250ms at the 396 s-mark, the network does not show any im-
pairments. Then the emulator adds an artificial delay of 250ms
for two minutes. Thereafter, the emulator once again removes
the additional delay at about 518 s and the link returns to the
baseline conditions.

We observe that the game client, shown as the dashed line in
the figure, captures the changing network parameters quite well
and correctly identifies the additional delay. However, the net-
work state identification does not occur instantaneously. Rather,
a transient phase between the update of the emulator setting and
the client measurement output can be observed. A closer anal-
ysis shows that this transient phase can be further sub-divided
into two parts, which we refer to as awareness time and adap-
tation time. The awareness time describes the time between
changing the emulator settings and a first change of the net-
graph’s measurement, i.e. it measures how long it takes until
the client recognizes a change in network state. As soon as a
change is recognized, it takes and additional amount of time
until the netgraph displays the correct estimation of the current
network state. We refer to this phase as the adaptation time.

Both awareness time and adaptation time can have a signif-
icant impact on the player’s performance and enjoyment, espe-
cially if the network conditions change from a good to an unac-
ceptable state. During these two phases the game is not aware
of the severity of the network impairments, and therefore can-
not take the correct countermeasures, e.g., an automatic pause
of the match might happen too late, leading to disadvantages for
the affected players. Similarly, if the delay estimation is wrong,
lag compensation mechanisms cannot operate properly, as the
server adjusts the players’ positions to incorrectly guessed lag
offsets. In the following we take a closer look on the variations
of awareness time and adaptation time in relation to the emu-
lated delay and packet loss.

4.2. Adaptation to Delay Changes

The assessment of the network delay’s impact on the awareness
time and adaptation time is conducted with an added delay of
100ms to 2000ms. For each setting we conducted 10 replica-
tions and then calculated the client’s delay estimation error, i.e.
the difference of the emulator setting and the value displayed on
the game’s netgraph.

An example of the estimation error over time is given in
Fig. 4a for a delay of 250ms. Each measurement run is indi-
cated by a different color, however most of the runs show an

identical behavior of the netgraph measurement and therefore
overlap. We observe that all runs exhibit an initial estimation
error of 250ms, an expected behavior as the client is initially
unaware of the change in network conditions. After the aware-
ness time has past, the estimation error starts to decrease linearly
for all measurements until it reaches zero after the adaptation
time. This general behavior is common to all delay settings
from 10ms to 2000ms. Only the value of the awareness time
and adaptation time changes as shown in the Figures 4b and 4c.

For the evaluation, the awareness time and adaptation time
have been automatically derived using the following approach.
We first normalize the estimation error by the delay setting in
order to calculate the relative estimation error. Then, we search
for the first four consecutive measurements with a relative esti-
mation error smaller than 99%, i.e. the netgraph starts to adapt
its estimation. This timestamp is then used as the awareness
time. Afterwards, we search for the first four consecutive mea-
surements with a relative estimation error smaller than 1%, i.e.
the netgraph’s estimation matches the current parameter setting.
The adaptation time can then be calculated as the delta between
this timestamp and the adaptation time.

Fig. 4b shows the mean awareness time for each delay set-
ting, including the 95% confidence intervals, which exhibit a
reasonably high accuracy. The figure shows that the awareness
time increases nearly linearly with the emulated delay. This in-
dicates that the game client only updates the delay estimation
after receiving a new packet from the server. Consequently, it
takes at least one delay-duration until the clients is aware of the
changing network conditions.

Next, we consider the adaptation time as shown in Fig. 4c.
Once again, the figure includes the mean values and the 95%
confidence intervals. In contrast to the awareness time, the
adaptation time decreases with the delay. This might indicate
that the client uses a simple moving average approach to esti-
mate the network parameters. Thus, a larger change leads also
to a faster adaptation.

4.3. Adaptation to Loss Changes

In a second step we analyze the game client’s adaptation speed
to changing loss between 1% to 70%. Similar to the previous
evaluation, we performed 10 replications for each setting and
calculated the client’s loss estimation error as the difference be-
tween emulator setting and the value shown on the netgraph.

Figure 5a shows an example of the estimation error over
time for 50% packet loss. We observe a much larger difference
between the individual test runs than in the previous delay mea-
surements. This is also the case for all other loss settings and
can be explained by the way packet loss is emulated. In contrast
to the delay that remains constant for all packets, the packet
drop rate follows a random distribution, resulting in larger vari-
ations between the different repetitions. These larger variation
can also be observed in the values of the calculated awareness
times and adaptation times. The values are automatically deter-
mined in a similar fashion to the previous delay measurements.

Fig. 5b shows the mean values and the 95% confidence
intervals of the awareness time for the different loss settings.
Across all packet loss values, with the exception of 1%, the
awareness times seem to be almost constant. This is related to
the fact that the server sends packet at a constant rate of about
30 packets per second, allowing the client to detect the chang-
ing network conditions for high loss values (≥ 20%) rather
quickly. The large confidence interval and the long awareness
time for 1% could be considered as a measurement artifact. Due
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(a) Estimation error for 250ms delay for
multiple measurements.
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(c) adaptation time for varying delay set-
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Figure 4: DOTA 2 netgraph delay setting times determining the reaction quality.
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Figure 5: DOTA 2 netgraph loss setting times determining the reaction quality.

to the low sending rate and the low loss value, it is quite un-
likely that a packet is dropped shortly after the emulator set-
ting is changed. This would make it necessary to calculate the
awareness time based on the time the first packet was actually
dropped rather than based on the changing of the emulator set-
ting. However, this is currently not possible using our testbed.

The adaptation time shown in Fig. 5c also appears to be in-
dependent of the delay setting, as all 95% confidence intervals
overlap, similarly to the awareness time.

5. Conclusions
This paper addressed the accuracy of builtin network measure-
ments performed by online video game clients on the example
of the DOTA 2. A proper and timely estimation is necessary
for a game to both inform the player about these conditions and
perform the correct mitigations. We presented a testbed setup
to examine the game client’s accuracy of information of varying
network conditions and therefore its ability to adapt to them.

The initial evaluation uncovered a transient phase in the
game client’s estimation accuracy of the current network con-
ditions. This means that both the awareness as well as adapta-
tion to changing network conditions can take considerable time,
which can proof to be problematic in certain game scenarios,
e.g. a sudden skirmish, where each ability usage has to be cor-

rectly timed so that no player can gain an unfair advantage over
another. After this transient phase has concluded the client’s
estimation of the network delay and packet loss are quite accu-
rate, with a relative error of less than 1% between the emulator
setting and the estimation.

These results lay the foundation for future endeavors, as the
exact interactions with lag compensation and prediction mech-
anisms need to be further explored. Additionally, different es-
timation methods can be evaluated that would enable a faster
adaptation to changing network parameters. Likewise, future
evaluations need to consider the full end-to-end lag. Besides
network QoS disruptions, the full end-to-end lag considers also
additional delay factors, e.g., input device and monitor delays
but also the game’s framerate and tickrate. The latter two can
significantly influence the interactions between the player and
the game [7].
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